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A Coherent Nonlinear Theory of Auroral Kilometric Radiation 
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A theory of auroral kilometric radiation due to the nonlinear interaction between negative energy elec- 
tromagnetic waves and coherent electrostatic ion cyclotron waves is developed. The theory predicts that 
such radiation produced must have X mode polarization and must have a frequency that lies in a narrow 
band between the right-hand cutoff and the Doppler-shifted beam cyclotron frequency for each local 
point of origin. The basic requirement for free space accessibility is the presence of high-energy beams in 
the inverted V events and a density-depleted cavity of the type observed by Isis I measurements. Beam 
densities of the order of 10 -3 of the (depleted) background density appear to be necessary for the insta- 
bility producing the radiation. Under ideal conditions, paths of wave growth of the order of 100 km may 
be adequate to produce observed radiation levels from electromagnetic noise at the appropriate fre- 
quency in the source region. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There have been several observational studies made in re- 

cent years of high-intensity kilometric radiation of terrestrial 
origin. Measurements have been made by satellite from the 
source region in the auroral zone at R • 2-3 Re by Isis 1 [Ben- 
son and Calvert, 1979] all of the way out to R • 100 Re by 
Voyager 1 [Kaiser et al., 1978]. 

A number of interesting features of the auroral kilometric 
radiation (AKR) have been deduced as a result of these satel- 
lite measurements. The first measurements were made on Ogo 
1 [Dunckel et al., 1970]. More detailed measurements were 
made on Imp 6 and Imp 8, which were analyzed by Gurnett 
[1974]. Gurnett found the spectrum to lie in 50 kHz < f < 
500 kHz, with peak intensity at f ~ 200 kHz. The peak in- 
tensity power emission was estimated to be about 10 • W. He 
noted that the radiation appears to originate at low altitudes 
(R - 2-3 R•) in the auroral region and to be closely associated 
with the occurrence of discrete auroral arcs, which are be- 
lieved to be generated by intense inverted V electron precipi- 
tation bands. When arcs do not occur, only a small band of 
diffuse aurora is present, and the radiation disappears. The ra- 
diated power was estimated to be close to 1% of the maximum 
energy dissipated by the auroral charged particle precipi- 
tation. 

Recent observations in the source region from Isis I reveal 
and establish further properties of the AKR that were not 
well-established from the far field measurements [Benson and 
Calvert, 1979]. Those observations showed that the radiation 
was generated in the X mode just above the local cutoff fre- 
quency and propagated almost perpendicular to the back- 
ground magnetic field. It was found to be generated within 
density-depleted regions with peak density such that %,, < 
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0.2wee. (These are probably caused by the large potential drop 
in those regions associated with the discrete auroral arcs.) 

A number of theories have been proposed in the literature 
to explain the occurrence of the high-intensity radiation. Oya 
[1974] proposed a mechanism for the well-known Jovian 
decametric radiation (thought to have an origin similar to that 
of the terrestrial kilometric radiation) that involved the crea- 
tion of electromagnetic radiation by a mode conversion proc- 
ess. This mechanism was extended to kilometric radiation by 
Benson [1975]. In this model, excited plasma waves were con- 
verted into the X mode at the upper hybrid frequency. This 
mode was then converted to the O mode. The overall effi- 

ciency of this mechanism is estimated to be a few percent. 
There are two major drawbacks with this theory. First, the 

polarization is in disagreement with recent polarization mea- 
surements, including both far field measurements [Gurnett and 
Green, 1978] and measurements at the source [Benson and 
Calvert, 1979]. Second, the overall efficiency, which is the 
product of the efficiencies of two inefficient conversion mech- 
anisms, is too small. This does not even take into account the 
conversion efficiency of precipitating electrons into elec- 
trostatic plasma waves in the first place. Thus it is highly un- 
likely that this indirect mechanism could produce final output 
radiation that is of the order of 1% of precipitating electron 
(or electron beam) energy. 

Melrose [1976] proposed a theory for the Jovian decametric 
and terrestrial kilometric radiation that involves directly am- 
plitied gyroemissions. In this mechanism, radiation is emitted 
at the electron cyclotron frequency and its harmonics, which 
have been Doppler-shifted by electron streaming. This radia- 
tion is then amplified because of assumed anisotropic velocity 
distribution functions. It is also assumed that the electron 

streaming velocity is large enough to allow the radiation to es- 
cape to free space. 

The frequency for the radiation required in Melrose's the- 
ory will turn out to be the most favorable frequency for radia- 
tion in the theory proposed in the present paper. However, to 
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get growth rates required to produce kilometric radiation at 
the observed level by anisotropic velocity space instabilities 
would appear to require very large anisotropies in velocity 
space. There is at present no experimental evidence for such 
large anisotropies. 

Wu and Lee [1979] have recently proposed a mechanism 
that involves a velocity space instability, namely, a loss cone 
type instability. In their model, precipitating electrons stream 
down the (converging) magnetic field lines toward earth until 
they encounter an effective magnetic mirror in a region of 
higher magnetic field strength. They then undergo reflection 
and travel up diverging magnetic field lines. Some of the up- 
going particles are lost through the loss cone, and the resulting 
velocity distributions lead to a loss cone instability. 

Wu and Lee incorporate into their model a long density-de- 
pleted cavity in which the unstable wave grows, as found by 
Benson and Calvert on Isis 1. This cavity was not considered 
in any of the previous papers but will be assumed in our the- 
ory. The most probable explanation is that the cavity is 
formed by large potential drops known to be present in the 
auroral region, which also tend to drive large electron (and 
even ion) beams. For example, if we assume the background 
density is close to thermodynamic equilibrium, then the den- 
sity profile is determined by the Boltzmann form 

he(X) ----' no exp [-e•b(x)/•Te] 

where •(x) is the local potential and Te is the electron temper- 
ature. Thus the regions of high potential have lower density. 

One drawback of the Wu-Lee theory is that to get the large 
growth lengths required, loss cone angles of typically 0 > 45 o_ 
60 ø appear to be required, as, for example, the effective angles 
in the distribution functions assumed by Wu and Lee. It re- 
mains to be seen whether loss cones of this magnitude occur 
in the precipitating electron bands. 

Another recent theory for kilometric radiation was pro- 
posed by Roux and Pellat [1979]. Their mechanism involved 
the nonlinear beating of electrostatic waves near the upper hy- 
brid to produce an electromagnetic wave. Their theory pre- 
dicts that the O model should dominate at •o -- wuh (at the up- 
per hybrid frequency) for %,e > Wce and that the X mode 
should dominate at •o -- 2wuh for 

Roux and Pellat argue that a coherent nonlinear theory, 
such as their proposal or the present proposal, should be more 
efficient in general than an incoherent linear mechanism or 
even a coherent linear mechanism. However, their particular 
nonlinear mechanism, which requires the creation of a high 
phase velocity transverse wave from two low phase velocity 
longitudinal waves, would be expected to be rather inefficient. 
Also, their prediction of radiation in the X mode at •o -- 2w•s 
for the density-depleted case observed is in apparent dis- 
agreement with the observation that the frequency at the ori- 
gin is just above the fight-hand cutoff frequency. Roux and 
Pellat also mention the possibility of the nonlinear interaction 
of an upper hybrid wave and a lower hybrid wave to produce 
radiation at oo = OJuh "[- O.)ih. However, since O.)pe << Wce in the 
density cavity, the resulting radiation would be below the 
fight-hand cutoff. 

Finally, a theory proposed by Palmadesso et al. [1976] as- 
sumed that electromagnetic 'noise' gets amplified through its 
interaction with ion turbulence. The nonlinear beat wave of 

these two waves is amplified by electron beams, and thus the 

electromagnetic wave is thereby parametrically amplified. We 
will employ a similar mechanism in the theory presented in 
the present paper. 

In the Palmadesso theory, both the RX and LO modes were 
assumed to be amplified by the above mechanism. However, 
for the beam to significantly amplify the beat wave, and hence 
the electromagnetic wave, the beat wave was assumed to be 
almost a natural mode of the plasma and required to have a 
slow phase velocity (oo/k << c). This required generation at 
frequencies below the upper hybrid. Thus the RX mode 
would encounter a cutoff at frequencies between the upper 
hybrid and the right-hand cutoff and not escape to free space. 
Thus only the LO mode would be observed, contrary to recent 
polarization measurements. Also, the ion waves were taken to 
be incoherent (turbulent) and assumed to be isotropic for con- 
venience of calculation. Recent measurements of electrostatic 

ion cyclotron (EIC) waves [e.g., Temerin etal., 1978] sh øw 
strong EIC wave fluctuations that are coherent and primarily 
perpendicular to the background magnetic field. The coher - 
ence of the waves was unanticipated and suggests that a m•i • 
fled application of the mechanism in the work of Palmadess o' 
et al. [1976] can be employed. 

We will construct the present theory with the same p•' 
ciple underlying mechanism. However, we will construct a 
new theoretical framework, so the formulation of the theory 
will be different. We will assume that coherent electrostatic 

density fluctuations (due to low-frequency E!C waves) propa- 
gating perpendicular to the magnetic field are present. We will 
concentrate on the case that there is a resonant interaction be- 

tween electromagnetic wave and the coherent density fluctua- 
tions, a case not considered by Palmadesso et al. [1976]. It will 
be shown that the X mode is preferentially amplified over the 
O mode in this model and that the X mode can grow rapidly 
in a narrow frequency band that is accessible to free space. 
The basic requirement for this last condition to exist will be 
shown to be that a density cavity of precisely the density ob- 
served is present at the source. 

In section 2 we will introduce the basic model for the AKR, 
derive the wave equation and associated dispersion relation, 
and discuss solutions. In section 3 we will analyze the wave 
equation to find the instability criterion and the growth rate 
for the unstable modes for resonant interaction between the 
electromagnetic waves and the EIC density fluctuations. I n 
section 4 we discuss in more detail the phYsics of the Wave 
amplificati on. Results are su•arized in sectiøn 5 ß 

2. MODEL AND GEOMETRY 

We assume that initially we have electromagnetic radiation 
propagating at the noise level in the auroral zone, which has 
been generated by one of a variety of possible mechanisms: 
Cerenkov, electron cyclotron, bremsstrahlung, etc. We also as- 
sume that there are coherent density fluctuations per- 
pendicular to the B field due to EIC waves, as was observed 
by Ternerin and co-workers. The background magnetic field 
Bo = Bd is taken along the z direction. Our theory requires a 
maximum interaction between the electromagnetic wave and 
the density fluctuations. Thus the electromagnetic wave is as- 
sumed to propagate almost perpendicular to the magnetic 
field, with propagation vector k -- (kx, O, k•), where k• 
as observed by Benson and Calvert [1979] (see Figure 1). A 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of model; k is the propagation vector of the elec- 
tromagnetic wave, and ki is the propagation vector for the EIC waves. 
The latter produce density fluctuations along x. 

nonzero kz is necessary to couple the electron beam into the 
interaction. 

There are two independent modes of the electromagnetic 
wave, with E field vectors: 

X mode 

O mode 

E = + E(x)le 

E = + 

(la) 

(lb) 

f K. -iK, 0 1 K = iK, K. 0 (4) 

0 0 K II 

where K. and K II are the dielectric constants perpendicular to 
and along the magnetic field, respectively, and Kn is the Hall 
term. We will divide the components of K according to 

= + (5) 

where K• are the tensor components for the case of n(x, t) = 
no and /•K•j are the perturbations introduced by the density 
fluctuation nl. In order to take into account the inverted V 
electron precipitation, we model it as a beam [Matthews et al., 
1976]. Including the effect of a beam of velocity vb -- v• along 
the B field, the dielectric tensor _components for the non- 
fluctuating background plasma for the case of a cold plasma 
and a warm beam are 

60peO 2 60b 2 
----- ' -- (6a) K•_o 1 -- W2 -- Wce2 (W -- kzvt, + it,?- Wce 2 

Wce Wpe02 + Wb2 Wce21 (6b) K,o = -•-I w: • •ce 2 ((.0- kzv b 7 
2 2 

K II o = 1 %eO W, •0: (•0- k,o, + i•): (6c) 
with %eO the plasma frequency for plasma density no. We have 
neglected the low-frequency ion terms, since they are not of 
interest for the high-frequency electromagnetic wave. Here w, 
is the beam plasma frequency, and v enters because of the fi- 
nite beam width thermal effects for an assumed Lorentzian 

beam velocity profile. In terms of the beam spread Av in ve- 
locity space, 

v = k,Av (7) 

The use of a Lorentzian beam profile for thermal effects is 
valid provided vo >> •e • Av, where •e is the average electron 
thermal velocity of the beam. This form is quite consistent 

We are dealing with high-frequency waves in this model, so with the conclusions of Matthews et aL [1976]. 
that w • Wce, %,e' The waves are primarily transverse waves, so We may substitute (1) into (3) to get the wave equation for 
Ex << E•, E,. each mode. If we now take the values of the dielectric tensor 

The EIC waves have associated density fluctuations of both given by (2), (4), (5), and (6), we find for the i component of 
ions and electrons; the electrons are assumed to follow the the equation: 
ions in the fluctuations so that the resulting total plasma fiuc- X mode 
tuation is quasi-neutral. Then the plasma density is of the 
form 

n(x, t) = no + nl(x, t) (2a) O mode 
n,(x, 0 = 8n cos (k-,x - wit) (2b) 

E,, = iK,,E• (K•_ - n• 2) (8a) 

0E• 

(K. --- n, 2) 
where no is the background density, n, is the fluctuating den- 
sity, and w• and k• are the frequency and the wave number of where nz - ck,/w. Substituting these forms into the y com- 
the EIC wave. Since w, ~ Wci << Wce" W, the electromagnetic ponent for the X mode wave equation and the z component 

for the O mode wave equation and expanding to order E, we Wave sees the density fluctuation as stationary. Thus we can 
ignore the w,t term in nl in our electromagnetic wave equa- 
tion: 

find the reduced wave equation: 

X mode 

nl = 8n cos k.pc (2c) •Ey Ox: + (a, - •a: cos k.,X)Ey = 0 (8c) 
The wave equation for the electromagnetic wave is 

V x (V x E) + (w/c? K. E = 0 (3) 
O mode 

where K is the plasma dielectric tensor and is of the form cos k.,x)E, = 0 (8,0 
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where 

(9a) 

(K•.o - 
fll • ....... (9d) 

%'e2 I _• Klo- nz 2' (9e) 
The fo• of (8) • obta•ed under the assumptions 

d << 1 (10b) 

S•ce measured density fluctuations give ß < 0.5, the • << 1 
assumption appears to be quite good. •o, (10a) • quite va•d 
except for a ve• na•ow range around the upper hybrid fre- 
quency: 

1.01w•s • w • 0.99w•s (11) 

The latter frequency range • not • of •terest to us •ca• 
it •es below the •ht-hand cutoff and •volves a wave 
accessible to free space. 

Th• the wave equatio• for • 
reduce to the Mathieu's equation for the model •g used 
here. From this equation we may •d stab•ty conditions and 
gro•h rates that arise from resonant spatial •tera•ion 
tween the electroma•etic wave and spatial density flu•ua- 
tions, as weft as the modecation of the electroma•etic waves 
by the density fluctuations. 

For pu•oses of •ustration of the solution, we • solve the 
wave equation for the X mode. The O mode solution • quite 
s•flar. By us•g (Sa) for the relations•p •tween E• and Ey 
we may use the standard fo• of the solution of a Mat•eu 
equation from Floquet's theorem [•ittaker and Watson, 
1927] to •te the solution for E • the fo• 

E E • • •- (K•o- n• •) • d•n•-•ø • a•e•q*•nø• (12) 
where ao • • 1, and for no density fluctuations, 

0) 0 (n 0) 

By substitut•g this fo• •to our wave equation, (3), we •d 
the dispersion relation to order 

q6-q4(2k•+3al)-q•(k•+3al 2 

+ -- n7) + + n;) + OW) 0 

(See Append• A for the method of solution of • equation.) 
A•o, solution of the coe•cients to order • yields 

a!•-2[al - (q + k•) •] (15a) 

a-l+ -' 2[a!'+ (q- k?)•l (15b) 
These equations show the interaction between the electromag- 
netic wave and the first harmonic of the density fluctuation. If 
we included higher orders of E, we would get the higher har- 
monics. In general, for the inclusion of harmonics up to n we 
get a dispersion relation or order 2n + 1 in q2 and coefficients 
an ñ •, c•. It should be noted that in the 'hmit E -, 0 the dis- 
persion relation in (14) has roots 

q,.2 = -I'(a,) !/2 (16a) 

q3,4 '- -['[(61) !/2 -- ki] (16b) 

q5,6 m -t--[(U!)!/2 ..1- ki ] (16c) 

The first two roots are just the fundamental mode, and the last 
four are simple first harmonics. However, for e --• 0 the ampli- 
tudes añ! ñ of these harmonics are zero. 

3. STABILITY CRITERION AND GROWTH RATES 

When the electromagnetic wave is propagating (i.e., for Cg ! 
> 0), then the q's in (16) for the unmodulated wave are real. 
However, the presence of density fluctuations (so e • 0) causes 
the roots for q in (14) to be complex for certain conditions, so 
that the propagating wave has growing or decaying solutions. 
For example, in (14) the dispersion relation of the X mode for 
the fundamental and first harmonic interactions (n -- 0, +_ 1 in 
(12), we have such solutions if (al) !/2 = ki (see Appendix B). 
In general, the requirement for growing and decaying solu- 
tions to exist is 

X mode 

O mode 

(Cid!) !/2 •---- pk, (17a) 

(j•!) !/2 ----• pk• (17b) 

where p is some positive integer. The larger the relative fluctu- 
ation amplitude e, the less strictly this criterion has to be satis- 
fied. Basically, (17) is just the condition for resonant inter- 
action between the electromagnetic wave and a spatial 
harmonic of the EIC wave density fluctuation. A stability dia- 
gram is shown in Figure 2. It should be noted that whether the 
unstable roots that can exist in the shaded regions in the dia- 

Fig. 2. Stability diagram for the wave equation of the X mode. In- 
stability occurs whenever (al) !/• • pk•, where p is an integer. As the 
relative density fluctuation amplitude • increases, the less strictly this 
criterion must be satisfied. 
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gram (denoted as unstable) are actually the modes that are ex- 
cited and are causal depends on the physics, which determines 
the direction of energy transfer. When unstable solutions ex- 
ist, the p -- 1 mode is the fastest growing. 

The conditions for unstable roots of the X mode may be re- 
written 

p2 • +n•2=K•+(K•_n• 2) (18) 
Generally, ck•/w • 1, since the ion wavelength tends to be 
shorter than the free space electromagnetic wavelength (but 
not of the electromagnetic wavelength in the plasma me- 
dium). Thus for there to be a solution of the X mode stability 
criterion, we must have 

O) b 2 O) p e 2 
• (19) 

There are two frequency regimes where this is satisfied: 
1. w • wee. This frequency regime has waves that are not 

accessible to free space because of the cutoff layer between 
the upper hybrid and fight-hand cutoff. Also, an analysis of 
the stability of the wave near (a•) •/: ,-- œki in this frequency re- 
gime shows that only evanescent waves exist, so no growth 
can occur (see Appendix B). 

2. w • wee + kzvo. This is the Doppler-shifted beam 
cyclotron resonance. An analysis shows that the wave is in- 
deed amplifying when (a•) •/: ,-- œki in this frequency regime 
(see Appendix B). We will discuss the physical mechanism for 
this in the next section. There are waves in this regime that are 
accessible to free space provided the beam cyclotron fre- 
quency is greater than the fight-hand cutoff frequency 0)a: 

0) ce 0) ce 2 ' 1/2 
0)ce + kzv o > 0) n = -•- + 0) pe: + -•- (20) 

Expanding the fight-hand side for %,: << we,:, this becomes 

0) t,e 2 < k •v o 0) c e (21) 

Now Matthews et al. [1976] reported beam energies of E .-- 6- 
13 keV, corresponding to velocities vo • 0.1-0.2c. If we take 
the small k• component to be k• • 0.2-0.3(0)/c), we find 

%, < 1.5-2.50)½, (22) 

This is to be compared with 0)•, < 0.2Wco which was observed 
in the source of AKR. Thus the density depletion observed by 
Isis 1 at the source is of just the amount predicted by theory to 
be necessary for radiation. When the condition in (22) is satis- 
fied, we get radiation in the narrow band 

Wce '{' 0)pe2/Wce < 0) < Wce '{- kzo b (23) 

just above the fight-hand cutoff. This frequency regime is 
then the most probable regime of the kilometric radiation. It 
should be noted that there is a range of values of the plasma 
and cyclotron frequencies at the source of AKR in the aurora, 
and the frequencies that lie in the narrow band given by (23) 
are different for each source point. Thus the total radiation re- 
ceived has the broad spectrum between 50 and 500 kHz ob- 
served. Also, (21) shows that radiation will not be observed in 
regions where beams of sufficiently high energy are not pres- 
ent (such as outside the region of discrete arcs and inverted 
V's), where the plasma density is too high (such as outside the 
density-depleted region), or where the magnetic field is too 

low (such as at large distances R from the earth, since the 
earth's dipole field goes as Bo • R-3). Thus the restfiction on 
the plasma and beam parameters, coupled with the temporal 
variations of these parameters in the auroral region, could ex- 
plain the sporadic nature and the restricted locality of the 
AKR. 

Having established the frequency regime for the radiation, 
it must also be pointed out that (19) also gives a minimum re- 
quired beam density no, namely, 

{){-- P2"['Wce2--(w--kzOb)2 (24) no 0)0 ! 2 • 0) 2 700 = 
where we have included the finite beam width and damping 
term t,. On resonance this reduces to 

{no} t'2 kz(Av)2} (25) •oo min 

which for Av • 0.3vo, k• • 0.2-0.3k, vo • 0.1-0.2c gives 

no • 10-3no (26) 

Recall no is the reduced plasma density due to density deple- 
tion in the area of the discrete auroral arcs. 

For the O mode we may make the same analysis as we did 
for the X mode. For instability for this mode we require 

p: + n•:-- Ka.o 1 - 
If we analyze this equation, we see that in general the right side 
is less than positive unity for the high frequencies of interest. 
Using the fact that the EIC wavelength 2'rt/ki is of the order of 
the ion cyclotron radius 2'rtvi/0)½i, we find that (27) cannot be 
satisfied unless we have ion temperatures T• > 150 eV. Since 
typical ion temperatures in the auroral zone are less than 1% 
of this value, high-intensity radiation in the O mode would 
not be produced by our theory. It should be recalled that (27) 
breaks down in a very narrow band near the upper hybrid. 
Thus the presence of k• • 0 makes it conceivable that there 
might be an instability and some radiation in the O mode near 
0) -- 0)un. However, even ff such an instability can exist, the 
band is very narrow, and the wave equation is not nearly as 
unstable as the Mathieu equation. Thus, in any case, the X 
mode radiation would definitely dominate, and we will con- 
centrate on that mode from now on. 

We may now calculate the growth rate for our X mode radi- 
ation. For example, the dispersion relation for the wave equa- 
tion including the first harmonic interactions, (14), will yield 
an instability provided the equation has a complex (nonreal) 
solution. The spatial growth rate for the first harmonic insta- 
bility that occurs when (a•) •/: = k• (p = I mode) is for • << 1 
(see Appendix A): 

•, • (.l) '/2 t •X--•'2 ] 2 {[2 ("1)1/2 1 (28) 

Note that as e increases in size, both the maximum growth 
rate and the size of the unstable region increase. Similarly, for 
the p = 2 mode we have a growth rate 

Plots of typical curves for the growth length L - n -• for these 
two modes are shown in Figures 3-6. As p increases, the maxi- 
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Fig. 3. Growth length L for the p = I mode for various density 
fluctuation ratios E and frequency w • wee + kzvo. The plasma parame- 
ters we have chosen are f • 178 kHz, %,e • 0.3Wc•, kz • 0.3k, vt, • 
0.2c, Ao • 0.3 Oo, and no = 6 x 10-3no. 

mum growth rate and the frequency width of the instability 
both decrease. Thus we are most interested in the two lowest 

modes. The graph shows that under the right conditions the 
wave has a growth length of L - 5-15 km for the p -- I mode 
and L - 10-30 km for the p -- 2 mode. 
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Fig. 4. Growth length for p = I mode for the following set of 
plasma parameters: w • wc• + k•vo, f • 178 kHz, %,• • 0.3Wc•, kz • 
0.3k, Vo • 0.3c, Av • 0.1Vo, and no • 10-2no. 
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Fig. 5. Growth length for p = 2 mode with plasma parameters the 
same as in Figure 3. 

Recent observations made on Isis 1 [Benson and Calvert, 
1979] show an apparent harmonic band structure accom- 
panying the AKR fundamental. The harmonic bands could 
be the various p mode harmonics found above. However, an 
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Fig. 6. Growth length for p = 2 mode with plasma parameters the 
same as in Figure 4. 
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even more likely explanation of the inferred band structure 
could result from a full Vlasov treatment of the AKR prob- 
lem. Such a treatment should reveal possible radiation at the 
Doppler-shifted beam cyclotron harmonic frequencies nonce + 
kzvb, where n -- 1, 2, 3,--.. 

A schematic diagram of a possible ray path in the auroral 
density-depleted cavity is shown in Figure 7. If we assume the 
density depletion is caused by the inverted V events, the cav- 
ity width may be •,200 km, which is the typical width of the 
inverted V high-energy beam region [Frank and Ackerson, 
1971]. Radiation may then undergo multiple reflection off the 
density cavity boundaries, where the density is higher, if the 
right-hand cutoff layer is encountered there, and amplify on 
each pass. The cavity length may typically be a few thousand 
kilometers, since the inverted V region length is much greater 
than its width. This might then be enough to allow the wave 
to propagate to a region where the background density (out- 
side the density-depleted region) is such that at the cavity 
boundary the wave is accessible to free space. Note that waves 
propagating in directions toward higher magnetic fields and 
higher densities will eventually reach the fight-hand cutoff 
layer and reflect back toward lower field and density regions. 
Thus this radiation may also reach a region of escape to free 
space. 

We may make an estimate of the path lengths required for 
the amplifying wave to grow from the noise levels present in 
the inverted V region to the power levels of AKR observed 
coming from that region. We know that total estimated power 
flux to be $S. dA -- 109 W [Gurnett, 1974]. If we now model 
the source region as a cylinder with radius 100 km and length 
2000 km (consistent with the density cavity and inverted V di- 
mensions just discussed) and take S to be roughly constant on 
the cylinder surface, the radiated power per unit area is $ •, 
10 -3 W/m 2. On the other hand, we will take the wave noise 

EM WAVE ESCAPES 
TO FREE SPACE 

MAG IC 
FI LINES 

BOUNDARY OF 
DENSITY- 
DEPLETED 
CAVITY 

PATH OF ELECTROMAGNETIC 
WAVE IN CAVITY 

Fig. 7. Path of electromagnetic ray in density-depleted region. 
Multiple reflections off of cavity boundaries may provide long paths 
for growth. The way may eventually reach a weak field and/or low 
plasma density region where it is accessible to free space. 

level to be at the minimum that from the contribution from 

the galactic spectrum and the continuum radiation that hap- 
pens to lie in the AKR frequency band. From Figure 3 of Gur- 
nett [1974] this is Sn • 10 -15 W/m 2. Thus we find the ratio S/ 
Sn = exp (2• • 1012, where • is the spatial growth rate and •' 
is the path length required. Thus for L -- •-l ,,• 5-10 km we 
find •' • 70-140 km as the path length required to bring the 
observed radiation levels out of the noise. In any case, the 
path lengths available for the density cavity dimensions just 
discussed appear to be quite adequate to produce the total 
wave growth required from the growth rates we calculated. 

4. PHYSICAL MECHANISM 

Now that we have found the unstable solutions to the wave 

equation and shown that they are adequate to explain the 
kilometric radiation observed, it is informative to look at the 

physics of the amplification in more detail. 
As was shown in section 3, there were two frequency re- 

gimes in which unstable solutions could exist: o• • O•ce and o• • 
Wce + kzvb. The former was discounted because of in- 
accessibility and a causality of the growing solution. Let us 
consider the energy density of the wave in the two frequency 
ranges as seen by the electrons in their rotating frame: 

Eo E* 0 , , U-- •- ß •--•w,(w Ko )- E = 0 (30) 
where 

I •.Ope2 t. Ob 2 • Ko' ---- 1 -- •,2 (•, -- •v•)21 I (31) 

with I being the unit tensor and •o' -- •o - (.Oce being the Dop- 
pler-shifted frequency seen by rotating electrons; 

•oo•(o• ' + Cv•,) 

(lEvi 2 + IEyl2)l (32) 
Now U is negative when •o' • k•v•,; i.e., near the Doppler- 
shifted cyclotron resonance o• • •Oce + k•vo the X mode is a 
negative energy mode. However, for o• • O•ce it is not possible 
to get a negative energy mode for auroral conditions. Thus the 
former mode can absorbe energy from the beam, whereas the 
latter cannot, because of the relation of the phase velocity in 
the electron frame •'/k• to the beam velocity %. 

Since the frequency range o0 • O0ce is not a negative energy 
mode, any energy it absorbs must come from the EIC density 
fluctuations via resonant interaction. The Feynman diagram 
for such an interaction is shown in Figure 8a. Ordinarily, en- 
ergy flow from the electromagnetic wave to the lower-energy 
ion waves would be thermodynamically favored, and the X 
mode is more likely to be absorbed in this frequency range. 
However, in the frequency range o0 •ce + kzvt,, energy flow 
from the beam into the negative energy X mode via coherent 
interaction with the ion mode is thermodynamically favored. 
(See Figure 8b for the Feynman diagram in this case.) 

In Figure 8b it is seen that the beam interacts with and ef- 
fectively amplifies the nonlinear beat wave between the EIC 
mode and the X mode. This mode is a driven or virtual mode, 
also called a quasi-mode, since it is not necessarily a natural 
mode of the system. We may learn more about this non- 
linearly driven mode by looking at its phase, which is the 
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EM wave 

EIC wave 

.••.•' EM wave 
quasi-mode 

((]) EIC wave 

EM wave % 

EIC waveJ 
beam 

E M wave 

E IC wave 

Fig. 8. (a) Simple resonant scattering of the electromagnetic (EM) 
and EIC waves. Energy transfer takes place in this scattering, nor- 
mally from the EM wave to the EIC wave. (b) Resonant scattering of 
EM and EIC waves in which the beat 'quasi-mode' interacts with the 
beam at resonance. When the quasi-mode is negative energy in the 
beam frame, the beam transfers energy to it. When the electromag- 
netic wave is negative energy, energy flows from EIC to EM waves 
preferentially. 

phase difference between the modes producing it. For inter- 
action with the pth spatial harmonic, 

½b(x, t) -- (k,, -pki)x - (to - toi)t + k•z (33) 

Now the EIC wave frequency toi << to, and for instability we 
require k,, = (al) 1/2 • pki. Thus 

q•(x, t) • k•z - tot (34) 

Thus the quasi-mode is essentially almost a right-hand circu- 
larly polarized (R) mode travelling nearly along the magnetic 
field. Being a driven mode, it does not have to satisfy the dis- 
persion relation for an R mode exactly, but being almost a 
normal mode of the plasma enhances the coupling efficiency 
of energy into this mode. The R mode has an unstable reso- 
nance at the Doppler-shifted beam cyclotron frequency, and 
thus our quasi-mode is similarly amplified by the beam. The 
amplification of the quasi-mode then amplifies the parent 
waves that are driving it, since the process of driving the 
quasi-mode is reversible. 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Nonlinear amplification of electromagnetic waves through 
coherent interaction with EIC waves and an electron beam is 

a promising candidate for explaining auroral kilometric radia- 
tion and predicts a number of the observed properties of the 
radiation. The theory predicts that the radiation must origi- 
nate in the X mode and must propagate nearly perpendicular 
to the magnetic field (for maximum interaction with EIC 
waves), in agreement with observed data [Benson and Calvert, 
1979; Kaiser et al., 1978]. The principal requirements found 
for the X mode amplification are (1) frequency, to • toce + k•v•,; 
(2) minimum beam density (Av is beam width), (no/no) > 
[k•(Ao)2]/(2toceob), when to • toce + k•o•,; and (3) accessibility to 
free space, %,•2 < k•ootoc•. When these three conditions are sat- 
isfied, the theory predicts radiation may be produced in a nar- 
row frequency band just above the fight-hand cutoff, in agree- 
ment with data reported by Gurnett and Green [1978] and 
Benson and Calvert [1979]. That band is given by (23). 

The accessibility conditions require the existence of local 
plasma density depletion, in agreement with the conclusion of 
Benson and Calvert from the Isis I data. For typical beam ve- 
locities we found the limitation on the plasma frequency to be 
top• • 0.2toc•, in excellent agreement with the values reported 
by Benson and Calvert. It was found that for reasonable noise 
levels (X mode waves at frequencies in the AKR band present 
in this density-depleted 'cavity') a growth length of • 100 km 
or so was adequate to produce the AKR power levels ob- 
served. For cavity dimensions inferred from the size of the in- 
verted V region we concluded that growth lengths of a few 
times this value should easily be available. 

We noted that two other properties of AKR may be ex- 
plained by this model. One is the apparent harmonic band 
structure reported by Benson and Calvert. The other is the 
bursty nature of AKR, which could easily result from tem- 
poral variations in plasma density, magnetic field, and beam 
energy in regions of marginal instability of the AKR. 

One limitation of the present work is that a steady state 
model was used in which the density fluctuation amplitude as- 
sociated with the EIC waves was taken to be constant in time. 

However, our Feynman diagram interpretation of the growth 
mechanism indicates that a more dynamical process is occur- 
ring, since EIC waves are both being absorbed by the X mode 
and being produced by the beam. A steady state is reached 
when the absorption and production rates balance. The full 
dynamical model will be analyzed in a future paper. 

It should be noted that there are possible future appli- 
cations of the proposed mechanism for generation of radiation 
to laboratory sources of high-intensity radiation and possibly 
even plasma-based masers or lasers. This is related to the Lin 
et al. [1973] proposal for a plasma laser. A future paper on 
that area is planned. 

APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF DISPERSION RELATION 
ROOTS 

Equation (14) is the dispersion relation of the X mode in the 
fluctuating plasma density that includes the coupling of the 
fundamental X mode (n = 0 in (12)) with the first harmonics 
of the density fluctuations (n -- +_1 in (12)). We want to solve 
the equation for density fluctuations small in comparison with 
background (e • << 1). To do this properly, we first note that in 
the case ß = 0 we can factor the equation as follows: 

(q2_ Oil)[q2 _ ((oil)i/2 _ ki)2][q2 _ ((oil)i/2 + ki)2] = 0 (A1) 

which can be verified by multiplying out these factors. Thus 
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we have the following solutions for e = 0: _+q, +q2, +q3, where 
2 ql =Otl q2 2 =((Otl) I/2 -- ki) 2 q3 2 "' ((Otl) 1/2 + ki) 2 

(A2) 

Now we want to expand the actual solution about these zero- 
order solutions for 6 2 << 1, the case considered in the paper. 
Thus we let q,,: • q,? + r,? 62 + 0(e 4) for a -- 1, 2, 3. Thus our 
e v • 0 equation is 

(q2 __ ql 2 __ •2y12)(q2 __ q22 __ •2y22 ) 

x (q2 - q3 2 - 62r3 •) -- 0 + O({ 4) (A3) 

which expands to 

q6 _ q4[(ql2 + q22 + q3 2) + 62(rl 2 + r22 + r32)] 

+ qe[(qleq2 • + qleq3 • + qe2q3 •) 

+ 62(q•r3 • + q32r• • + ql•r3 • + q32rl • 

+ ql•r• • + q2•rl')]- [(ql•q,2q3 •) 

4- 62(rl2q22q32 4- r22ql2q32 4- r32ql2q22)] 4- O(• 4) •- 0 (A4) 

Now we can equate the 0(62) terms in (A4) with those in the 
original equation, (14), to get three equations in the three un- 
knowns rl 2, r22, and r32: 

rl 2 4- r2 2 4- r3 2•--- 0 (A5) 

+ + + + + -- -aV2 -- 

(A6) 

q22q32rl 2 4- ql2q32r22 4- ql2q22r32 = (--a22/2)(al 4- ki 2) • $3 (A7) 

Solving the three linear algebraic equations for the r's is 
simple. We will only give the solution for r2 2, since that is the 
case of interest in the paper: 

r2 2 = ($2q22 - $32) = -a22 (A8) 
(ql 2- q22)(q2 2- q3 2) 4k,[2(al) 1/2 -- ki] 

Thus we have found the root 

q2= [(al)l/2 _ ki]2_ a2262/412(al)l/2 _ k•] (A9) 

This root can give an imaginary q2 so that growing and 
decaying solution exists, provided (al) I/2 • ki so that q2 < 0. 
In that case we may write q = i• and find 

We choose the positive rather than the negative root in this 
case because of the arguments in Appendix B and section 4. 

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF INSTABILITY OF THE X MODE 

the source grows temporally. Thus Im k(•oo + i¾) > 0 in all 
cases as ¾ ---> oo. Therefore for a wave to be amplifying, 
Im k(•o) must change sign as we substitute •o -- •Oo by •o -- •Oo + 
i¾ with 3'--> oo. 

For the wave solutions in this paper it is sufficient to con- 
sider the case p = 1, the fastest (or decaying) mode, and the 
case (Otl) l/2 • k i, the condition for maximum growth (or 
decay) of this mode. In that case we have from Appendix A 
(also (28)): 

Ot2• 

Im k(w) -- '•'Kl •' '{" 2(Otl)l/2 (a l) 
If we take the dielectric tensor components from (6), then take 
the limit for w -- Wo 4- i¾ as 3' -* oo, and retain only the lowest- 
order term in (1/¾) for both the real and imaginary parts, we 
find 

K_•o -* 1 4- 2i (B2) 

Kuo --• I 4- 2i (B3) 

s:,,o + i 'øø 
where gt 3 •- [Wpe2WO + Wb2(WO -- k•vD]. Substituting these into 
the alphas and again taking the limit gives to lowest order 

al-* •12I(l - n•2) + 2i(•)21 (B5) 
a2 --* - 1 + --• (B6) 

Substituting this in (B l), replacing w, and again expanding to 
lowest order, we find 

Im k(wo + i¾)= ß %'f (B7) 
c¾ 

We may compare (B l) and (B7) for the two cases found in 
section 3: 

1. w • w. Then •2 • 0 and al > 0, so 

Im k(wo) = *l•ll 

Im k(coo + i¾) --- ß c%f 
c¾ 

(B8) 

Thus Im k does not change signs when a large imaginary part 
is added to •o, and the only causal solution in this case is eva- 
nescent. 

2. OOce <• OOce + k•v•,. Then Otl, Ot 2 > 0 and 

To verify that the X mode is indeed unstable for •0 • O)ce 4- Im k(•0o) -- ñl•ll 
k•vo, we use the criterion of Sturrock [1958], which was further 

(B9) amplified by Briggs [1964]. Consider the plane electromag- O.)pe 2 
netic wave •,exp [i(k ß r - •00] produced by a steady state Im k(•0o + i¾)---ß ¾---> oo c¾ 
source: •o -- Wo = real. Then the wave is evanescent if Im k(•oo) 
> 0 and amplifying if Im k(0oo) < 0. Now let the source grow This Im k changes sign when a large imaginary part is added 
in time: •o -- •Oo 4- i¾ with ¾ > 0. If we let the source grow in- to •o, and the causal solution is amplifying. This case, then, 
finitely fast (¾ ---> oo), then all waves produced by the source gives us the electromagnetic instability needed to produce au- 
must be evanescent, since none can grow spatially as fast as roral kilometric radiation. 
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